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Difficult Conversations, Traveler Engagement

and Effective Facilitation

August 7, 2020

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

A good example of personal development/facilitation work from one of ETC’s 2020
presenters, Caliopy Glaros:

https://philanthropywithoutborders.com/2020/06/10/difficult-dialogues-with-curiosity-and-
intention/

PRESENTATION SLIDES:

See following pages.

“I found in my 45 plus years of working with travel groups that: The more we
facilitate for our group members leaving their social comfort zone, the more
serendipitous experiences they enjoy, therefore, it becomes imbedded in their
behavior.

A favorite of mine by Andy Rooney: Sometimes all a person needs is a hand to hold
and a heart to understand; and, I believe that under everyone's hard shell is
someone who wants to be appreciated and loved.”

Maria Gross, Special Interest Travel Management



Welcome Dr. Janet Ferguson

Prior to her current role as an Independent Consultant, Dr. Ferguson was the Executive 
Director of the Lifelong Learning Centre, Bermuda College. Currently she designs and 
facilitates strategy development interventions and learning events for a wide cross-section 
of private and public sector clients. Janet’s current strategy development portfolio includes 
projects in the areas of food security, environmental sustainability and museum learning. 

Janet also serves on the UCCI Graduate Studies Advisory Council, Grand Caymen and is a 
National Museum of Bermuda (Education) Trustee, Bermuda. Janet continues to teach and 
co-supervise students across multiple jurisdictions. She holds graduate degrees in 
Commonwealth Area Studies and Marketing and a professional qualification in Teaching 
and Course Design for Higher Education. Her doctoral degree is in the area of Continuing 
Education (Warwick, 1998).
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Agenda 

● Welcome & Introduction 
● Difficult Conversations  & Traveler Engagement  - Group Discussion

● Open minds, open hearts, open mind, staying present - Presentation 

● Questions & Discussion 
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Group Discussion 

Navigating Dis-comforture in Travel 

Think of a time when  you wished you knew  how to: 

● respond to a sensitive situation 

● moderate dialogues & discussions

● explore critical learning moments

● facilitate engaging & reflective conversations 

What happened?  How did you come away from the experience feeling? 

What did you learn? What might you do differently next time?
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Discussion (cont’d)

List 3  ways in which these mini- cases studies similar/different .

What kinds of key or core facilitation competencies do you think are 

required for navigating dis-comforture in  the context of travel?  
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Open ears, open heart, open mind, staying present 

Designing/Curating Travel Experiences 

1. Explain intentions/purpose, contract for participation (e.g. pre & post  

travel briefing)

2. Establish appropriate level informality & build sustainable intra-group 

relationship (e.g. relaxed & comfortable setting for discussions) 

3. Support personal & collective meaning making by setting aside 

appropriate opportunities for reflection (e.g recognize the need for 

“time to process”)

4. Involve host stakeholders & community representatives (e.g. share 

values & principles) 5



Open ears, open heart, open mind, staying present 

Facilitating small group discussion

1. Establish, model & maintain ground rules for participation 
2. Use a variety of group discussion methods & reflective techniques to 

promote engagement
3. Balance the “what” ( content) &the “how” (process)  
4. Build consensus while recognizing personal boundaries & value 

collective engagement  
5. Manage time effectively 
6. Step forward/backward to balance dominant behaviours 
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